BIKE RIDERS INFORMATION
For the 2019 Children’s Leukaemia & Cancer Research Foundation SW Bike Trek
Aim: This year is our 17th Bike Trek to raise funds for the Children’s Leukaemia and
Cancer Research Foundation Inc. Our target is $40,000.
When: Sunday 13th of October through to Saturday 19th of October.
Where: We will leave from Subiaco near CL&CRF offices and finish in Augusta.
Costs: There is a daily cost of $30 which covers meals, accommodation, fuel etc. If
you participate in the entire ride Sunday to Saturday it's a total of $175. For participants
of the entire trek we are endeavouring to provide a jersey. For those participating for
only one or two sections there may be a small cost involved to receive the jersey. In
order to accommodate this, registration will have to be paid by Wednesday 28 August to
allow manufacturing and delivery.
Sponsorship: The sponsorship minimum that is required, but not limited to, is $300 if
you wish to take part in the entire Trek or $100 for one section/day.
Riding Options: You do not have to participate in the entire ride to take part in this
Trek. You are able to arrange to ride certain days and legs to suit you.
Criteria: You must have a reasonable level of fitness and maintain a pace of at least
20km per hour. Minimum age is 18 years unless a parent or guardian signs a disclosure
for you to be able to participate in this fundraiser.
What you need: Roadworthy bike, helmet, water bottle, sleeping bag, pillow, toiletries,
towel, riding clothes, casual clothes and pyjamas. We have escort cars and a trailer in
which your belonging can travel but please pack sparingly.

For more details, please contact Eric Maddock on 0433 905 703 or
email SWBikeTrek@gmail.com.
Registrations can also be done online at : www.swbiketrek.com.au
PLEASE REMEMBER: THIS TREK IS NOT A RACE; IT’S ABOUT HELPING TO
FIND A CURE FOR THE KIDS!

